The 8310-806K allows the Electric Auto-Equalizer to be set to one of three modes.

- **OFF** - the operator will not respond to any input signals.
- **AUTO** - the operator will respond to input signals and open the door.
- **HOLD OPEN** - the operator will open the door to 90° and remain there until the key is turned to another position.

**NOTE:** the key can be removed in any position.

To install:

1a Use stick-on template (provided) and place at desired position. Drill the (2) .116” dia. holes and the (1) 1” dia. hole as shown.

1b Route the 6’ wire cable to the operator.

1c Connect the green wire to terminal 21.

1d Connect the black wire to terminal 19.

1e Connect the red wire to terminal 6.

1f Use the key to put the operator in the desired mode.